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Abstract

Objective: Recently, generative adversarial networks began to be actively studied in the
field of medical imaging. These models are used for augmenting the variation of images
to improve the accuracy of computer-aided diagnosis. In this paper, we propose an
alternative new image generative model based on transformer decoder blocks and verify
the performance of our model in generating SPECT images that have characteristics of
Parkinson’s disease patients.
Methods: Firstly, we proposed a new model architecture that is based on a transformer
decoder block and is extended to generate slice images. From a few superior slices of
3D volume, our model generates the rest of the inferior slices sequentially. Our model
was trained by using [123I]FP-CIT SPECT images of Parkinson's disease patients that
originated from the Parkinson’s Progression Marker Initiative database. Pixel values of
SPECT images were normalized by the specific/nonspecific binding ratio (SNBR).
After training the model, we generated [123I]FP-CIT SPECT images. The transformation
of images of the healthy control case SPECT images into PD-like images was also
performed. Generated images were visually inspected and evaluated using the mean
absolute value and asymmetric index.
Results: Our model was successfully generated and transformed into PD-like SPECT
images. The mean absolute SNBR was mostly less than 0.15 in absolute value. The
variation of obtained dataset images was confirmed by the analysis of the asymmetric
index.
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Conclusions: These results showed the potential ability of our new generative approach
for SPECT images that the generative model based on the transformer realized both
generation and transformation by a single model.

Keywords: [123I]FP-CIT SPECT, Generative model, Parkinson’s disease, Transformer,
Unsupervised learning
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Introduction
In recent years, generative models such as the generative adversarial network
(GAN) (1) are actively researched to generate medical images. Particularly, the deep
convolutional GAN (DCGAN) (2) consists of convolutional neural network
architectures that achieved good-quality images of computed tomography, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET).
Onishi et al. (3) reported that they augmented pulmonary nodule images
generated by GAN and improved the classification performance by fine-tuning the
pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN). Koshino et al. (4) generated MRI
images using the simple DCGAN approach. Islam et al. (5) generated normal control,
mild cognitive impairment, and Alzheimer’s disease PET images from random noise
using DCGAN. Frid-Adar et al. (6) reported the result of improved liver lesion
recognition performance with augmentation by GAN-based generated images.
Moreover, there are studies on pathological transformation by conditional GAN
(7) or CycleGAN (8). Xia et al. (9) proposed the transformation of combined U-net (10)
base encoder-decoder and conditional GAN to synthesize the aging variation brain
images. Kimura et al. (11) demonstrated that CycleGAN could synthesize healthy
controls to abnormal cases using unpaired PET images. Wei et al. (12) augmented minor
case images using CycleGAN image translation. Liyan Sun et al. (13) proposed
abnormal-to-normal translation GAN to synthesize MRI-image-contained lesions.
One of the motivations for generating or synthesizing medical images in previous
studies is data augmentation for improving the performance of computer-aided
diagnosis. We thought that it is important to have many kinds of generative models for
ensuring varieties of augmented data. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an alternative
new image generative model using Transformer (14).
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The reason why we adopted Transformer in our generative model is that it is a
powerful architecture for time series data. Our idea is that the slice order axis of 3D
SPECT data can be treated as if it corresponds to the time axis. In that case, 3D SPECT
data can be regarded as a time sequence, and we can use Transformer. We expect
Transformer to be able to handle the continuity and the transition between slices. In the
natural language processing community, Transformer has achieved state-of-the-art
performance and demonstrated its significance on various tasks.
The number of studies on the application of Transformer for computer vision has
gradually increased in recent years. In image captioning, Cornia et al. (15) proposed the
Meshed-Memory Transformer, with learning connectivity between the encoder and the
decoder, to enhance performance. Girdhar et al. (16) applied Transformer to a video
context that understood and recognized actions. In object detection, Carion et al. (17)
improved the end-to-end architecture and reduced hyperparameters like non-maximum
suppression by the replaced inference design with the transformer encoder and decoder.
There are some movements to apply Transformer to image generation. Image
Transformer (18) proposed a unique transformer architecture to predict pixels and to
work on super-resolution. Image GPT (19) is an attempt to apply the GPT-2 (20)
scheme to an unsupervised image generation. Image GPT consists of two stages:
pre-training by an autoregressive model or BERT (21) and fine-tuning the model. It
predicts next-to-next pixels of the subsequent pixel of the input pixels. These studies
generate the subsequent parts of an input image by predicting pixels. Among studies
based on Transformer architecture, there were no methods that directly generate whole
images.
In this paper, we propose a new network model that consists of simple
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Transformer decoder blocks to generate image slices. From a few superior slices of 3D
volume data, our model generates the rest of inferior slices sequentially. We named the
model Generative Image Transformer (GIT). To the best of our knowledge, in the
medical imaging community, image generation research using Transformer is a new
approach.
We demonstrate that our proposed model could generate Parkinson’s disease
SPECT images and transform healthy control SPECT images into images that are
characteristic of Parkinson’s disease.
Since GIT generates image slices sequentially, it can be applied to time series data.
In our case, GIT predicts future scenes. There are some studies on predicting future
scenes from past and current images in the field of video processing (22, 23). These
approaches are composed of the image-specific CNN to feature extraction and recurrent
neural network to predict time series data. They make the model more complicated and
require more training time than Transformer. In contrast, GIT is composed of only
transformer blocks and training speed is fast.

Materials and Methods

[123I]FP-CIT SPECT images on Parkinson’s Progressive Marker Initiative
database
In this experiment, we used [123I]FP-CIT SPECT from the Parkinson’s
Progressive Marker Initiative (PPMI) database (24). SPECT images in the PPMI
database were normalized into a Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space.
We used 441 Parkinson’s disease (PD) cases. All SPECT images measured
91 × 109 × 91. We split 441 PD SPECT images to 391 training datasets and 50
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validation datasets. We performed a 5-fold cross-validation and did not permit
duplication in validation datasets.
We also used healthy control (HC) SPECT images from the PPMI database to
verify the transformation ability of GIT.
Data preprocessing
For data augmentation, we applied left-right reflection on the axial plane and
slight rotation (−3 and 3 degree) on the axial, sagittal, and coronal planes to 391 training
datasets. After augmentation, the number of training datasets changed to 5,474. All
voxels of [123I]FP-CIT SPECT images were normalized by the specific/nonspecific
binding ratio (SNBR) (25) like formula,
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑅 =

𝐶 − 𝐶𝑟
𝐶𝑟

(1)

where 𝐶 and 𝐶𝑟 denote the concentration at each voxel and the mean concentration of
the reference region, respectively. We calculated the mean value of the whole brain
region, except the area around the striatum, as the reference region.
Network Architecture
Figure 1 shows the overview of our model’s architecture. We only used
Transformer decoder to build the network for the training autoregression model. At first,
the input data transformed 1024 hidden feature vectors by position-wise fully
connection. Then, we added positional encoding to each hidden feature vector to
support slice order information. We used sinusoidal positional encoding following the
original transformer.
We constructed a pre-layer normalization transformer architecture (26) instead of
an original post-layer normalization one. In each transformer decoder block, layer
normalization (27), multi-head attention, and residual connection were applied to the
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hidden feature vectors. Thereafter, hidden feature vectors were applied during pre-layer
normalization and the position-wise feedforward phase. We used mish (28) activation
function on the position-wise feedforward phase to smoothly optimize the loss function.
We inserted dropout (29), with dropout rate of 0.1 after multi-head attention and
intermediate of position-wise feedforward phase for preventing overfitting.
In our experiment, we built a 16-layer transformer decoder block. The final output
directly predicts the SNBR value on the next slice by fully connecting with the ELU
(30) activation function, because the SNBR value is a real number with a lower limit of
−1. The number of our model parameters is approximately 170 million.
Training and Inference
We defined 𝑡 as the slice number. Figure 2 shows the training scheme in an
autoregressive manner. To avoid getting information of future slices, we used masked
self-attention in transformer decoder block. Therefore, the GIT is a unidirectional
model and can only use information until the current input.
In this study, we used a regression approach to directly predict the SNBR value
and simply minimized the sum squared loss as follows:
𝑇−1 𝑉

̂𝑡+1,𝑣 )
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑ ∑(𝒙𝑡+1,𝑣 − 𝒙

2

(2)

𝑡=1 𝑣=1

̂𝑡+1,𝑣 = 𝑇𝑟𝑚(𝒙𝑡,𝑣 )
𝒙

(3)

where 𝑇 denotes total number of image slices and 𝑉 denotes the total number of
voxels on each image slice. 𝑇𝑟𝑚 represents our model, which predicts voxels of the
next image slice.
We chose the Adam optimizer (31) with its parameter 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.99 and
used the Cyclical Learning Rate (CLR) (32) for learning rate scheduling. We set the
base learning rate to 1.0 × 10−5 , maximum learning rate to 1.0 × 10−3 , and
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triangular2 policy.
We trained our model using 5,474 training datasets. We trained by minibatch
training with 10 minibatch sizes and 100 epochs. These parameters were defined by trial
and error. To avoid underfitting or overfitting, a learning curve of a loss function and
generated images were observed. Observed images under smaller epoch time were
mostly blurred.
At inference, our model repeats to generate the 𝑡 + 1th image slice from 𝑡
image slices until the maximum number of slices.
We used the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) (33) deep learning framework.
In our implementation, we ran the training model on NVIDIA GPU Quadro RTX 6000
24GB.
Validation
For evaluating the model, we generated SPECT images from validation data and
HC data. From superior 40 slice images, the rest of 51 inferior slices were generated.
Image generation from fewer input slices was also attempted. From the superior 15
slices, the rest of the 76 slices were generated.
We evaluated our generated images qualitatively and quantitatively.
In qualitative evaluations, visual inspections of generated images were performed.
In quantitative evaluations, we calculated mean absolute value of 51 image slices
between each validation dataset and the generated SPECT. We also evaluated the
variation of the generated images by using the asymmetric index (AI) explained in the
following. In the clinical diagnosis of PD, the striatum is the most important region on
the SPECT image. We extracted the striatal voxel-of-interest (VOI), whose shape of
height and width is 60 × 90 mm and 11 slices. We calculated the AI (34) using the
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following equation:
AI =

𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑅𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 − 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑅𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 + 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

(4)

where 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑅𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 and 𝑆𝑁𝐵𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 are the striatum uptake count on the left and right
striatum in VOI, respectively. The original formula of AI uses the absolute value;
however, we defined AI with a signed value for obtaining the details of the left-right
spatial information.

Results
Figure 3 shows the generated image from the 40 slices to the subsequent 51 slices.
The left and right images are the original and generated image, respectively. The red
rectangle includes the generated image slices by our model. The color maps of original
and generated images have the same range of values. For qualitative evaluation, the first
author reviewed all generated images and confirmed that [123I]FP-CIT SPECT-like
images were successfully generated in almost cases. The variations of the tissue and the
shape of generated images were observed. In addition, three clinicians (the fourth
author: neurologist, another neurologist, and radiologist) reviewed randomly sampled
20% cases in fold #2 and confirmed that generated images mostly had features of PD,
which are a declining SNBR value, an asymmetry, and the shape of the striatum. No
unnatural discontinuity was observed in axial images.
Figure 4 shows three cross-sectional images of a generated sample. Left top, right
top, and right bottom represent sagittal, coronal, and axial image slices, respectively.
Although the GIT predicts axial images in a slice-by-slice manner, no unnatural
discontinuity between adjacent generated axial slices was observed in the sagittal and
coronal planes. However, a slight discontinuity was observed between the last input
slice (40th slice) and the first generated slice (41st slice).
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Figure 5 shows the input and the generated images of the HC case in the PPMI
database. The red rectangle includes 40 transformed images. The value of SNBR
declined and the difference between the left and right striatum became apparent.
Figure 6 shows the mean absolute value per voxels in each slice among validation
datasets and SPECT images generated by our model in 5-fold. The horizontal and
vertical axis represents the slice number and the mean absolute value per slice,
respectively. The center dot represents the mean and the error bar represents the
standard deviation. The mean and standard deviation of the mean absolute value are less
than approximately 0.15 in the slices from 41 to 55 that almost covers the striatum
region. After 77 slices, the error and the standard deviation get bigger. The following
approximately 80 slices are not important because of the outside of the brain.
Figure 7 shows the mean absolute value map between validation and generated
images of fold #2. The horizontal axis represents slice number and the vertical axis
represents case number in fold #2. Each pixel represents the mean value of absolute
error of the slice on the case. We sorted the cases following the absolute error. The right
bottom of the map has a larger error than other regions. The error value of the blue
region is less than 0.15, and we regarded it as the successful case. Case 39, in the
bottom row, is the worst case. Figure 8 shows estimated slices of the worst case in Fig. 7.
In that case, however, the mean absolute error was small enough until about the 55th
slice.
To investigate the variation of the generated images, we compared the SNBR
value difference between the left and right striatum based on AI. Figure 9 shows the
histogram of AI of validation datasets and generated SPECT images in 5-fold. Negative
and positive values of AI mean declines of the right and left striatum, respectively. The
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histogram of AI of validation datasets is characterized by the right striatum decline
being bigger than the left one. The histogram of AI of the generated images has a
smaller width compared to validation images. However, our model could reproduce the
feature of original datasets, wherein the right striatum decline is larger than the left one.
Figure 10 shows the generated image from the first 15 slices to the rest of the 76
slices. The red region includes the generated image slices. These validation data are the
same as those in Fig. 3. GIT could generate the remaining image slices from only a few
image slices. However, the SPECT images generated from 15 slices are a little blurrier
than those generated from 40 slices.

Discussion
We proposed a new generative image model approach by transformer architecture
and an autoregressive unsupervised training scheme. In this paper, our model has
demonstrated that a single model could generate the rest of an image and could
transform the pathological features of an image.
We proposed a new generative image model approach by transformer architecture
and autoregressive unsupervised training scheme. In this paper, our model has
demonstrated that it could generate the rest of images, including its pathological
features.
We presented that our model could generate the rest of slices from input slices,
and the generated images are confirmed realistic SPECT images by experts (Figs. 3, 4, 5,
and 10).
In addition, our model trained in this paper can generate SPECT images, which
have the features of PD. We showed that the generated SPECT images had asymmetric
indices from −0.25 to 0.2 (0.45 in the total range) as shown in Fig. 9, which was
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comparable to those of validation images from −0.35 to 0.15 (0.5 in the total range). In
addition, we demonstrated that our model not only extrapolates the PD images but also
generates PD-like images from the HC SPECT image, which were not included in the
training data at all (Fig. 5). In the generation of PD-like images from HC images, our
model created the features of the PD image, the declined SNBR value. The generation
of PD-like images from HC images does not imply diagnostic prediction. Our present
model just generates images only but does not make a diagnostic prediction as to
whether the HC case will become PD or not. Mechanisms in the generation of
asymmetry from symmetric input data should be investigated further in our future work.
We also demonstrated that GIT could possibly generate images from only 15
input image slices (Fig. 10). Although PD-like images were also obtained, image
resolution was slightly lower than images generated from a 40-slice input. Lower
resolution is thought to be caused by regression into an average image because the input
information is less.
In our approach, we can prepare paired targets and predicted data from only the
validation dataset. That allows quantitative validation to measure the precision of the
model. This is one of the advantages of our approach.
Our model could precisely predict approximately 15 image slices (41st~55th) (Fig.
6, 7). The error is small until about the 55th slice. Although the standard deviation
increases from about the 70th, these image slices are not important for diagnosis
(whether PD or not) because these slices are out of the brain region.
In the field of image generation, we are interested in the variation of generated
images. Although the generative model generally produces average images, it is not
acceptable. Therefore, we explored that our model had variations of asymmetric
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striatum, which is important to diagnose PD on generated images (Fig. 9). In the
training phase, we adopted left-right reflection for data augmentation. Then, the average
image slices of training data were completely symmetric. Although the variation of our
model is a little smaller than the validation datasets, our model could produce enough
variation of the striatum. The decline of variations could be caused by sum squared loss
in the training phase because L2 loss assumed the normal distribution. In future work,
we need to consider the more effective loss function.
Our model sometimes failed to generate images in the second half. GIT, however,
could generate more than 15 image slices that cover the striatum region even in the
worst case (Fig. 8).
The limitation of GIT is the need for a few input image slices. Therefore, GIT
does not support the generation of data from latent vectors of random noise like GAN.
However, GIT can generate PD images and generate PD-like images from HC images in
the single model.
Other limitations of the present study originated from the use of the PPMI
database. Since SPECT images in the PPMI database were normalized into the MNI
space, image interpolation degraded the image resolution. Also, the images we used
have a lower resolution than modern realistic SPECT or PET images. Although the
lower resolution might reduce the degree of variation in a disease representation, the
PPMI database has high accessibility and reliability. To evaluate the feasibility of the
use of our model in image generation, especially in the first step, accessibility and
reliability seem important. In this regard, we only used the PPMI database to verify
image generation by our model in this paper. Many atypical PD cases are encountered
in the realistic clinical situations, PPMI database; however, this includes just regular
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staged PD data. Therefore, much higher degrees of variation will be expected in clinical
situations. In a future study, we should address whether our model can maintain a higher
resolution or higher degree of variation even in those realistic clinical situations. We
expect that the current model could be extended by using such techniques as a transfer
learning technique. Since higher-resolution images may have a rich information in the
superior slices, it can be useful for GIT to generate inferior slices.
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Figures
Fig. 1

Fig. 1. Our implemented transformer decoder block. At first, input data are applied
position-wise fully connected to embed hidden dimensional features. Next, sinusoidal
positional encodings are added. Transformer decoder blocks are stacked in 16 layers.
We constructed pre-layer normalization to multi-head masked self-attention and to
position-wise feedforward. Finally, features are applied layer normalization and fully
connected with ELU activation to predict SNBR values directly
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Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Our model training scheme operates in an autoregressive manner like OpenAI
GPT (18). Trm represents our transformer decoder block. The model predicts next input
𝑥̂2 based on up to current input 𝑥1 . Therefore, the target data of 𝑥̂2 is original next
input 𝑥2 . When we train the model, we can simultaneously feed all slices to the model
because masked self-attention for future information applies in transformer decoder
block. At inference, the model needs some image slices until t and predicts the t+1th
image slice
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Fig. 3

Fig. 3. The input data are 40 image slices from the original SPECT image (left). Output
data predicted that our model is the subsequent 51 image slices. The region surrounded
by the red rectangle shows the generated image slices
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Fig. 4

Fig. 4. We displayed generated data from the 40 slices of validation data as 3D
tomography. Left top, right top, and right bottom show the sagittal, coronal, and axial
image slice, respectively. Our model only used information about the axial image slice;
therefore, the gap between input data and generated data in the coronal and sagittal
directions
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Fig. 5

Fig. 5. An example of a transformation from a healthy control case to a PD case. The
left image is original healthy control SPECT images. The right one is the generated
image transformed by the subsequent of healthy control from the 40th slice. The small
SNBR value in the striata, especially the right striatum, is declined
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Fig. 6

Fig. 6. The mean and standard deviation of the mean absolute error between validation
and generated images in 5-fold. The horizontal axis represents the slice number from 41
to 91. The vertical axis represents the mean absolute error. The center dot represents the
mean and error bars represent the standard deviation
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Fig. 7

Fig. 7. The mean absolute error map of fold #2. The horizontal axis represents the slice
number and the vertical axis represents the case number. Each pixel represents the mean
absolute error in each slice on each case, and we sorted in ascending order based on the
mean absolute error of each case. The right bottom of the map is the largest error case
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Fig. 8

Fig. 8. The worst case in fold #2. The region surrounded by the red rectangle shows the
generated image slices. GIT could succeed up to approximately 15 image slices
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Fig. 9

Fig. 9. Blue histogram is AI of validation datasets and orange one is the generated
images on 5-fold. The horizontal axis represents the asymmetric index and the vertical
axis represents the number of counts. The negative AI represents the right striatum
decline, the 0 represents no difference between left and right, and the positive represents
left striatum decline
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Fig. 10

Fig. 10. Input data are 15 image slices from an original SPECT image (left). Output data
predicted that our model is the subsequent 76 image slices. The region surrounded by
the red rectangle shows generated image slices
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